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Perhaps the most revolutionary aspect of the arrival of Microsoft's .NET platform is the standardization of C# and the Common Language Runtime. Now, for the first time, programmers can develop and use open-source projects that are based on a language that is an international standard as well as compatible with both Microsoft and Linux platforms. 

Open Source .NET Development is the definitive guide on .NET development in an open-source environment

Inside, readers will find in-depth information on using NAnt, NDoc, NUnit, Draco.NET, log4net, and Aspell.Net with both Visual Studio .NET and the Mono Project. Brian Nantz not only shares the best open-source and "free" tools, frameworks, components, and products for .NET, he also provides usable, practical examples and projects. The result is a highly accessible reference for finding the tools that best fit your needs.

Highlights include

An introduction to open source and its implementations of the .NET standards 

.NET development with open-source tools, including build automation, XML documentation, unit testing, continuous integration, and application logging

A simple example of Integrating .NET open-source projects that integrates an Open Source SVG component with a System.Drawing graphical editor

An Aspell.Net case study that shows the use of Draco.NET Continuous Integration in conjunction with NAnt, NUnit, NDoc, and the SharpDevelop IDE

An exclusive look at ADO.NET database and ASP.NET Web development using PostgreSQL that runs on both Windows and Linux

Appendixes on NAnt and NAntContrib tasks, log4netAppender configurations, and open-source security observations

Whether you are a .NET developer interested in learning more about open-source tools or an open-source developer curious about .NET, this book will bridge the divide between these formerly distinct camps. 

The accompanying CD-ROM includes the book's .NET open-source coding examples, as well as many of the featured tools.
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Business Innovation and Disruptive Technology: Harnessing the Power of Breakthrough TechnologyPrentice Hall, 2002
This book is designed to be a handbook for executives who want to gain the latest insights and strategies for identifying and leveraging emerging and disruptive technologies in the software arena for "back to basics" enterprise value creation, competitive advantage, and increased business agility...
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Teach Yourself Visually Photoshop Elements 8Visual, 2009

	The ultimate guide to the new Photoshop Elements 8 for visual learners


	Photoshop Elements is the best-selling consumer digital image-editing software on the market and this book is a must-have for visual learners who are eager to get up and running with all the new and improved features of Photoshop Elements 8.

...
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Fundamentals of Probability and Statistics for EngineersJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004
This book was written for an introductory one-semester or two-quarter course in probability and statistics for students in engineering and applied sciences. No previous knowledge of probability or statistics is presumed but a good understanding of calculus is a prerequisite for the material.

The development of this book was guided by a...
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Model-based Health Monitoring of Hybrid SystemsSpringer, 2013

	This book systematically presents a comprehensive framework and effective techniques for in-depth analysis, clear design procedure, and efficient implementation of diagnosis and prognosis algorithms for hybrid systems. It offers an overview of the fundamentals of diagnosis\prognosis and hybrid bond graph modeling. This book also describes...
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Cloud Development and Deployment with Cloudbees (Community Experience Distilled)Packt Publishing, 2013

	All technology evangelists talk about revolutions. Even they just have a classic product to demonstrate. So, if I tell you that the Cloud will change the IT industry, you may consider that I'm biased, being a CloudBees employee. Anyway, I'm convinced that a huge shift has been introduced by the Cloud technologies and the way in which...
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Android 6 EssentialsPackt Publishing, 2015

	Design, build, and create your own applications using the full range of features available in Android 6


	About This Book

	
		Learn how to utilize the robust features of Android 6 to design, develop, and publish better Android applications
	
		Get useful guidance on creating new apps or migrating...
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